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Pre-tax net tangible assets4

$2.141
Company7 performance p.a.
(since inception)

7.1%
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Investment Manager

Spheria Asset Management Pty Limited

ASX Code

SEC

Share price

$1.77

Inception date

30 November 2017

Listing date

5 December 2017

Benchmark

S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Accumulation Index

Management Fee

1.00% (plus GST) per annum1

Performance Fee

20% (plus GST) of the Portfolio’s outperformance2

Market Capitalisation

$117m

1
2

calculated daily and paid at the end of each month in arrears
against the Benchmark over each 6-month period subject to a high water mark mechanism

Commentary
The Company’s pre-tax NTA increased 5.6% in April. This represented outperformance of 1.5% compared to the
S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Accumulation Index which increased by 4.1%
The market continued its merry way in April with the S&P ASX Small Ordinaries Accumulation index rallying more than
4%. The momentum trade back on like there was never even a hiccup with a seemingly endless supply of capital
pursuing “Uber”-popular companies with little regard to valuation – in fact many of these companies will never
actually make a profit! Somehow despite our valuation-based methodology we managed to outperform the
benchmark in April. The portfolio’s performance buoyed by strong share price moves in GBST (GBT, +32%), Mount
Gibson Iron (MGX, +28%) and Healius (HLS, +19%).
GBT is a prime example of the market’s antipathy towards any company fallen on hard times. In 2014/15, the market
could not get enough of the company with the share price trading to a peak above $6. Fast forward three… nearly four
years and the company was wallowing in no-man’s land with a share price in the low $1’s and shareholders burnt by a
valuation that was simply unsustainable. The previous management team having systemically underspent on key
software platforms, the catchup spend spooking shareholders that were there for a good time not a long time. The
attraction for us apart from a much friendlier valuation being the low inherent risk given a strong balance sheet, still
healthy cash generation, and the value in being an incumbent provider of complex software. In hindsight it was little
surprise that GBT became the target for its main competitor Bravura (BVS), who in April announced an unsolicited
proposal to acquire GBT at material premium to its share price. The disparity in valuation being stark given GBT was
trading well below <2x revenue versus BVS at around 5x revenue, with significant synergies likely to accrue in the
medium to long term by gradually transitioning clients to a single platform. We believe there a compelling argument
in bringing the two companies together with scale ultimately critical for long term success in what will be an
increasingly competitive environment. We hope that common sense prevails, and the parties arrive at a mutually
agreeable deal to present to shareholders. We think it nearly an impossible equation for GBT to grant comprehensive
due diligence given client confidentiality and the fact that BVS is a key competitor that ultimately could possibly walk
away with an information advantage. We believe the synergies from combining the two businesses far outweigh any
risk inherent at GBT, particularly given the capital markets business could be sold to a third party and would represent
more than half the current enterprise value of GBT. Therefore, BVS would be paying very little for the remainder which
is in fact the primary target (i.e. Wealth Management division).
We had similar experiences in MGX and HLS – albeit MGX was not a takeover target. It has simply recovered from
being abhorred by the market due to a collapse in iron ore prices several years ago and a seawall at its core mine
which rendered it seemingly redundant. When we acquired the majority of our holding the share price was trading at
a significant discount to its cash backing and the company was loathed due to whispers about its intention with the
cash it held. Wonderfully for us the iron ore price recovered, the high cost non-core mines produced cash, an
insurance payout on the seawall/business interruption was agreed and the seawall at Koolan Island was rebuilt
bringing the core high grade/low cost mine back into operation in a rising iron price environment. Now we are dealing
with a good problem in that pretty much everything has gone right for the mining company after a stretch when
everything had gone wrong, and the risk/reward scenario has swung from one extreme to the other. On that basis we
have reduced our position size and are looking for the next MGX type scenario where the risk reward is heavily
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skewed in our favour. In hindsight patience probably being our greatest competitive advantage with MGX and more
generally with most of our investments.
HLS (formerly Primary Healthcare) we started buying last year in the high $3’s and ended up averaging down into the
low $2 range during a series of negative profit updates. The share price having rallied recently on the back of a
takeover approach from its major shareholder (Jangho) and repeated speculation that other party/s are interested in
acquiring the company. Like the aforementioned investments, HLS has fallen on harder times with numerous legacy
issues to deal with mostly a function of previous management teams and a GP model that never appeared
sustainable. Management have now reset the businesses and we believe there is significant value in the pathology
operations which are strategic given it is the second largest operator in Australia and now represents most of group
valuation (>80%). Apart from pathology we believe there is strategic appeal in the diagnostic imaging business with
consolidation in that market likely to involve HLS divesting components of the division, which are an unnatural fit with
the broader group. This would likely create significant value for HLS shareholders.
Overall, we are happy with recent performance but note that performance can be fleeting. More importantly for us we
believe we are finding solid long-term investment opportunities where the risk-reward profile is skewed in our favour.
We continue to avoid pockets of extreme over-exuberance where market valuations are deeply concerning. This
should protect us in a potentially more hostile investment climate and weaker economic conditions which are
becoming increasingly evident.
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Market Cap Bands

Top 5 Holdings
Company Name

% Portfolio

Navitas Limited

5.9

Fletcher Building

5.0

Platinum Asset

4.6

Bega Cheese Ltd

4.6

Healius

4.5

Top 5

Cash

7.1%

$1000m-

49.9%

24.6
$500-$1000m

Source: Spheria Asset Management

6.3%

$250-$500m

15.7%

$0-$250m

20.9%

Source: Spheria Asset Management

Net Tangible Assets (NTA)3
Pre-tax NTA4

$2.141

Post-tax NTA5

$2.153

NTA calculations exclude Deferred Tax Assets relating to
capitalised issue cost related balances and carried forward
tax losses
4 Pre-tax NTA includes tax on realised gains and other
earnings, but excludes any provisions for tax on unrealised
gains
5 Post-tax NTA includes tax on realised and unrealised gains
and other earnings
3

Performance as at 30th April 2019
1m

3m

6m

1 yr

Inception
p.a.6

Company7

5.6%

12.3%

9.9%

7.8%

7.1%

Benchmark8

4.1%

11.0%

11.9%

7.2%

7.1%

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
6 Inception date is 30th November 2017
7 Calculated as movement in Company’s pre-tax NTA (which includes
tax on realised gains and other earnings, but excludes any provision
for tax on unrealised gains), assuming the re-investment of any
dividends paid by the company
8 Benchmark is the S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Accumulation Index

Disclaimer
Spheria Asset Management Pty Ltd (ABN 42 611 081 326, Corporate Authorised Representative No. 1240979) (‘Spheria’) is the investment
manager of Spheria Emerging Companies Limited ABN 84 621 402 588 (‘SEC or the ‘Company’). While SEC and Spheria believe the
information contained in this communication is based on reliable information, no warranty is given as to its accuracy and persons relying
on this information do so at their own risk. Subject to any liability which cannot be excluded under the relevant laws, Spheria and SEC
disclaim all liability to any person relying on the information contained in this communication in respect of any loss or damage (including
consequential loss or damage), however caused, which may be suffered or arise directly or indirectly in respect of such information. Any
opinions and forecasts reflect the judgment and assumptions of Spheria and its representatives on the basis of information at the date of
publication and may later change without notice. Disclosure contained in this communication is for general information only and was
prepared for multiple distribution. The information is not intended as a securities recommendation or statement of opinion intended to
influence a person or persons in making a decision in relation to investment. The information in this communication has been prepared
without taking account of any person’s objectives, financial situation or needs. Persons considering action on the basis of information in
this communication are to contact their financial adviser for individual advice in the light of their particular circumstances. Past
performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Unless otherwise specified, all amounts are in Australian Dollars (AUD).
Unauthorised use, copying, distribution, replication, posting, transmitting, publication, display, or reproduction in whole or in part of the
information contained in this communication is prohibited without obtaining prior written permission from SEC and Spheria.
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